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DEVAMATHA CMI PUBLIC SCHOOL
ANNUAL EXAMINATION 2017-18

ENGLISH

Std. I _______

Time : 2 h.
Marks : 50

Name : ______________________
Roll No. _______
SECTION A - READING
I

Read the following poem carefully and answer the following questions. (1x5=5)
Hello? How are you?
I live in China. I eat Bamboo.
I am not too active, be it day or night
I am not coloured but black and white
I am quite sweet, as you may see,
But I am not a monkey. Tell me what I can be?
I am not a cat, dragon, or pig,
I may be small or I may be big.
I have so much fur,
I am a bear.
Can you think of what I am called?
No? Oh I am a sweet Panda, that is all!
I.

Where does the Panda live?
_______________________________________________

2.

Are Pandas active?
________________________________________________

3.

What does the Panda eat?
__________________________________________________

4.

What colour is the Panda?
_______________________________________________
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5.

Find the rhyming words for these words:
a) night

-

b) pig SECTION B - CREATIVE WRITING
I

Look at the picture carefully and answer the questions given below:

1.

(1x4=4)

How many dogs do you see in the picture?
___________________________________________________

2.

Name two other animals which are kept as pets.
____________________________________________________

3.

Write any two nouns that you find in the picture.
____________________________________________________

4.

The girl looks _____________________.
a) sad

b) happy

c) shocked
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d) angry

II

Write five sentences about ‘My Favourite Toy’.

(1x5=5)

_________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
SECTION C - GRAMMAR
I

II.

Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’:

(½x3=1½)

1.

She is eating _____________________ orange.

2.

Hari wrote __________________ letter to his friend.

3.

Priya bought _______________ gift for her mother.

Underline the Joining Words:

(½x2=1)

1.

Cats like fish and dogs like meat.

2.

Tigers and lions are wild animals.

III. Pick out the Describing Words:
1.

Monkeys have long tail.

2.

That is a dirty wall.

3.

I have a pretty doll.

(½x3=1½)

IV. Use the Doing Words in the box to complete these sentences:
cleans,

plays, wears, go, shines

1.

Mary and Usha ________ to school together.

2.

The moon ____________ at night.

3.

Raju ___________ football everyday

4.

Sanju always _____________ T - shirts

5.

She ______________ the kitchen at night.
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(½x5=2½)

V.

VI

Use ‘am’, ‘is’, or ‘are’ before the verbs to complete the sentences: (½x4=2)
1.

The children ________ wearing their school uniform.

2.

I __________ reading a book on English grammar.

3.

Your phone ____________ ringing.

4.

My parents _________ going to a party.

Put fullstops (.), commas (,), question mark (?) and capital letters in the correct
places in these sentences:

(¼ x8=2)

1.

father bought mangoes apples oranges and grapes from the market

2.

which is your favourite animal

3.

I will return on sunday

VII. Match the animals with the sounds they make:
(A)

(½x4=2)

(B)

1.

Monkey

barks

2.

bird

chatters

3.

lion

chirps

4.

dog

roars

VIII.Use ‘is’, ‘are’, ‘am’ and add ‘ing’ to the Doing Words given in the bracket.
(½x3=1½)
1.

Radha ____________ her hands (wash)

2.

I ____________ an orange (eat)

3.

They __________ the plants (water)

IX. Frame meaningful sentence using ‘have’:
_____________________________________________
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(1x1=1)

X

XI

Fill in the blanks with ‘this’, ‘these’, ‘that’, ‘those’.
1.

Is _____________ your pencil? It was lying on the floor.

2.

___________ birds are flying up in the sky.

3.

___________ is the book which I took from this bag.

(½x3=1½)

Rewrite these sentences replacing the underlined words with ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘it’, ‘they’
‘you’, ‘we’ ‘I’.
1.

(½x3=1½)

I like bananas. Bananas are sweet.
_________________________________________________.

2.

Meera is my cousin. Meera is a dancer.
_________________________________________________.

3.

My dog’s name is Sam. Sam has a bushy tail.
__________________________________________________.

XII Fill in the blanks with ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘under’, ‘near’, ‘over’.
1.

The teacher is sitting _________________ a chair.

2.

The cat is taking rest ________________ its basket.

3.

The birds are flying ____________ the house.

XIII Fill in the blanks with ‘has’ or ‘have’:

(½x3=1½)

(½x2=1)

1.

Spiders _____________ eight legs.

2.

He____________ a computer.
SECTION D - LITERATURE

I.

Fill in the missing letters :

(½x5=2½)

1.

f __ g __ t

2. hap __ __ ly.

3.

che __ __ d

4. c __ r __ ful.

5.

w __ __ ng.
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II.

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words :

(½x5=2½)

1.

We should take care of the ____________ and the ____________.

2.

The lion was caught in a _________________.

3.

Other _____________ did not play with Neel.

4.

Bholu stole ____________ from Arjun’s shop.

III. Give Antonym of :
1.

quiet

x __________

2.

sour

x __________

3.

dirty

x __________

4.

little x __________

(½x4=2)

IV. Write ‘T’ for True statements or ‘F’ for False statements:

V

1.

Arjun was a greengrocer. __________

2.

The lion cried for help. _________

3.

We should not pick up all the litter after the picnic. ________.

4.

Neel had many friends. _____________.

5.

Bholu loved tomatoes. _________.

(½x5=2½)

Choose the correct answer from the brackets:

(½x4=2)

1.

Neel understood that he should be _____ to others. (nice/ rude)

2.

Bholu was a good ___________. (greengrocer / dog)

3.

The lion __________ the mouse. (thanked/ ate)

4.

After eating, Mum and Dad wanted to _________. (play, take a nap)
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VI. Answer the following questions in a sentence or two sentences each : (1x4=4)
1.

Why Neel did not have friends?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

2.

Why was the squirrel sad?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

3.

How did the mouse help the lion?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

4.

What did Bholu do to say ‘thank you’?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

*********************
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